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Anticipating the end: Exploring future-oriented sensemaking of change through metaphors 

 

Introduction 

 

When asked what you expect, you first have to specify some outcome, the point where you 

want it to come out, and then you have to write a plausible history that will get you there. In 

essence, you have to think in the future perfect tense (Weick, 1979, p.197).  

 

Future-oriented sensemaking is often defined as thinking in the future perfect tense (Weick, 1979), 

which is about imagining the future as if it has already occurred, that is, through retrospective 

sensemaking (Weick, 1995). Supporting Weick’s future perfect thinking, researchers have argued 

that forward-looking and interpretation of future events essentially occur retrospectively as 

sensemakers use existing knowledge of the past to project a desired future (e.g. Gioia et al., 2002; 

Gioia and Mehra, 1996; Fuglsang and Mattsson, 2011; Pye, 2005). While acknowledged, the idea of 

future-oriented sensemaking has often been downplayed because it is essentially seen as a 

derivative from retrospective sensemaking. 

A growing body of theorizing and empirical research, however, insist that sensemaking can 

be distinctively oriented towards the future and can occur prospectively (e.g. Gephart et al., 2010; 

Gioia, 2006; Stigliani and Ravasi, 2012). These scholars distinguish between sensemaking of the 

past (retrospective) and sensemaking of the future (prospective) and examine future-oriented 

sensemaking as interpretation and enactment that are beyond future perfect thinking (Kaplan and 

Orlikowski, 2013; Wiebe, 2010). They see the heavy emphasis on retrospect as problematic, 

particularly in circumstances where complexity and uncertainty are predominant and when 

expectations to the future are ambiguous or uncertain (MacKay, 2009; Tapinos and Pyper, 2018). 

Calls have therefore been made to challenge the idea that sensemaking is by necessity retrospective 

and in particular to develop more nuanced views on future-oriented sensemaking during times of 

change (Brown et al., 2015; Sandberg and Tsoukas, 2015).  

This article intends to contribute to the emerging scholarship on future-oriented 

sensemaking by examining more closely organizational members’ sensemaking processes of 

potential future organizational changes. To do so, we present a qualitative case study of how staff 

and managers at an IT department of a Nordic bank talked about organizational change. While they 

applied trivializing metaphors when talking about changes they had experienced in the past, this 
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contrasted strongly with how they envisioned potential future change through dramatic and 

depressing metaphors, conveying strong emotions in their anticipation of a devastating future. Their 

trivializing of past changes was additionally in stark contrast to how the change literature has shown 

that organizational change efforts often pose great emotional challenges to change recipients (e.g. 

Helpap and Bekmeier-Feuerhahn, 2016; Klarner et al., 2011; Oreg et al., 2011; Vince and 

Broussine, 1996). Given that metaphors play a key role as a means of sensemaking (Cornelissen, 

2002; Weick, 1995) and can provide insight into how people understand organizational change 

(Smollan, 2014), we attended to the metaphorical language in use and set out to answer the 

following research question: What characterizes organizational members’ metaphor-driven 

retrospective and future-oriented sensemaking of organizational change? 

Our object of inquiry in this article specifically concerns studying metaphors as an 

analytical strategy to identify the features of retrospective and future-oriented sensemaking of 

change and how these may or may not be interlinked. Building on the work of Gephart et al. (2010) 

and MacKay (2009), we unpack the metaphors that organizational members use when talking about 

past and potential future organizational change. Focusing on metaphors can help us to present a 

more nuanced understanding of future-oriented sensemaking, highlighting the perceived open-

endedness of future-oriented sensemaking and that the projected future can be undesired rather than 

desired. To develop our argument, we first provide brief overviews of the literatures on future-

oriented sensemaking and metaphors as means of sensemaking and then account for our research 

approach. We proceed by presenting key findings, and we end the article by discussing its 

contribution to the emerging theorizing on future-oriented sensemaking in change. 

 

Theory 

Future-oriented sensemaking: An emerging field 

Sensemaking is a critical activity that lies at the very heart of organizing. Rooted in symbolic 

interactionism, sensemaking is the process by which individuals try to understand novel, discrepant 

or surprising events and take action on the basis of that meaning to deal with equivocal or unsettling 

events (Maitlis and Christianson, 2014). Weick argues that ‘[t]he basic idea of sensemaking is that 

reality is an ongoing accomplishment that emerges from efforts to create order and make 

retrospective sense of what occurs’ (1993, p. 635). Sensemaking happens when discrepant cues 

interrupt individuals’ ongoing flow of activity and create uncertainty about how to act. 

Sensemaking is therefore about developing plausible meanings that explain what has occurred 
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(Weick, 1995). For example, major organizational changes serve as key triggers of sensemaking 

because they introduce discrepant cues that frequently lead to cognitive disorder, creating anxiety 

and tension among sensemakers (Lüscher and Lewis, 2008). Sensemaking is a social process 

because the construction of meaning happens through social interactions with others. Sensemaking 

should therefore be studied, as argued by Gephart (1993), in the intersubjective social world of 

organizational actors by examining their use of language in talk and discourse because that is how 

people construct a sense of shared meaning and how organizing occurs. 

Sensemaking has primarily been constructed as a retrospective process, which occurs as we 

look back at action that has already taken place (Weick, 1995), but in recent years, there has been 

increasing attention to sensemaking as a future-oriented or prospective activity (e.g. Gephart et al., 

2010; Stigliani and Ravasi, 2012). Although Weick (1979) acknowledges that people’s actions may 

be guided by future-oriented thoughts, he nevertheless asserts that understanding that derives from 

sensemaking occurs only after the fact, foregrounding the retrospective quality of sensemaking even 

when imagining the future. This, Weick argues is because thinking about the future is done, not in 

the future tense, but in the future perfect tense:  

 

When one imagines the steps in a history that will realize an outcome, then there is more 

likelihood that one or more of these steps will have been performed before and will evoke 

past experiences that are similar to the experience that is imagined in the future perfect tense 

(1979, p. 198).  

 

When considering sensemaking about the future, Weick adopts Schutz' (1967) idea of thinking in 

the future perfect tense.  

To understand what this means, we unpack the term semantically. The future perfect tense 

is an inflection form that refers to a completed action in the future. Future indicates that the 

inflection form is used to describe a future action, and perfect indicates that the action will have 

been completed, i.e., finished or perfected, at some point in the future. The tense is formed with 

‘will’ plus ‘have’ plus ‘the past participle’ of the verb, for example, we will have finished this 

article before submitting it. Thus, when we use this tense, we are projecting ourselves forward into 

the future but looking back at the action as if we have already done it, although it will be completed 

sometime later than now. Envisioning the future thereby becomes a product of the past as future 
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perfect thinking is about imagining the future as if it has already occurred, that is, through 

retrospective sensemaking.  

Supporting Weick’s claim that future perfect thinking essentially derives from 

retrospective sensemaking, scholars have argued that interpretation of future events is made by 

using existing knowledge of the past (Gioia et al., 2002; Colville et al., 2009). The idea of future 

perfect thinking has often been used to indicate that sensemakers project a desired future even 

though the term future perfect tense in its original form does not distinguish between desired and 

non-desired futures. Gioia and Mehra (1996) for example argue that prospective sensemaking 

‘structure the future by imagining some desirable (albeit ill-defined) state’ (p. 1229, italics ours), 

and Gioia et al. (2002) equally state that ‘people envision a desired or expected future event and 

then act as if that event had already transpired, thus enabling a retrospective interpretation of the 

imagined event’ (p. 623, italics ours). In the area of strategy, forecasting, and organizational 

change, scholars have also picked up this idea of prospective sensemaking as a projection of 

desirable future states (e.g. Tapinos and Pyper, 2018; Wiebe, 2010). Being explicitly concerned 

with the future, these scholars use the idea of prospective sensemaking as a controlled or 

predetermined way of imagining the future.  

While most researchers have adopted Weick’s perspective on sensemaking, emphasizing 

its retrospective qualities, a growing body of theorizing and empirical research insists sensemaking 

can be distinctively oriented towards the future and can occur prospectively (e.g. Gioia, 2006; 

Gephart et al., 2010; Ganzin et al., 2020). Within this emerging field, scholars distinguish between 

sensemaking of the past (retrospective) and sensemaking of the future, with the latter referred to as 

‘prospective sensemaking’ (Gioia et al., 1994) to emphasize the anticipatory aspect of sensemaking, 

or ‘future-oriented sensemaking’ (Gephart et al., 2010). These scholars thus approach prospective 

sensemaking as interpretation and enactment that are beyond future perfect thinking (Kaplan and 

Orlikowski, 2013). Pitsis et al., (2003) for example argue that the idea of future perfect thinking is 

restricted to more stable environments where planners have control over their material and social 

context, while others argue that it is very inadequate for unclear and ambiguous environments such 

as change situations (e.g. Gephart et al., 2010; Stigliani and Ravasi, 2012).  

MacKay (2009) additionally goes beyond future perfect thinking by considering the role 

that counterfactual and prefactual processes play in future-oriented sensemaking processes. He 

finds that sensemaking processes can be prospective when they include prefactual what ifs about the 

past and the future, essentially generating the notion of open futures. His study (MacKay, 2009) 
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diverges from a traditional linear understanding of time, instead viewing past, present and future as 

always changing. Within this emerging stream of research, change is not seen as unfolding within 

time, rather what is interesting is how organizational members draw on time to frame changes, 

thereby reconfiguring the relationship of past, present, and future to underline their sensemaking 

(e.g. Chia, 1999; Maclean et al., 2014; Tsoukas and Chia, 2002; Wiebe, 2010). Gioia et al. (2002) 

specifically argue that facts of the past might not be up for discussion, however, the meaning of the 

past always is. They emphasize that the meaning of the past is never static but always in a state of 

change. 

Although research in future-oriented sensemaking has grown, it has been highlighted that 

this area of sensemaking is under-researched and undertheorized, criticizing the dominant attention 

to retrospective sensemaking as it is conceptualized by Weick (e.g. Kaplan and Orlikowski, 2013). 

Calls have therefore been made to rethink how we make sense of the future that conceptually goes 

beyond Weick’s view of it as being a derivative of retrospective sensemaking (Brown et al., 2015; 

Sandberg and Tsoukas, 2015). Specifically, future-oriented sensemaking during times of change 

needs more attention (MacKay, 2009).  

Looking at the emerging field of future-oriented sensemaking, we observe that a dominant 

trend is to focus only on the cognitive level of reasoning, imagining, and planning the future, 

neglecting the emotional dimension of anticipating and making sense of the future. We wish 

however to examine organizational members’ future-oriented sensemaking of change by unpacking 

the emotionally charged metaphors they apply when talking about the future. We therefore now turn 

to the role that metaphors can play in sensemaking and how they may be apt for capturing 

sensemakers’ experiences with organizational change and their emotional states. 

 

Metaphors as means of sensemaking 

To make sense of ambiguous events like organizational change, organizational members often make 

use of symbolic processes, particularly metaphors as they represent an important symbolic activity 

(Patriotta and Brown, 2011). A metaphor is a figure of speech, which refers to words or expressions 

that mean something different from their literal definition. With metaphors, information from a 

more familiar domain is applied to an unfamiliar situation or less known topic domain (Tsoukas, 

1991). Metaphors are often used to express that which is difficult or impossible to express through 

the use of graphical rather than literal language. They are often used to paint a richer and more 

detailed picture of subjective experience and may enable the articulation of ambiguous and complex 
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experiences (Ortony and Fainsilber, 1989). Often, metaphors provide accepted ways of seeing the 

world and making the world knowable as they become part of everyday discourse. Given their 

widespread usage and ability to compress meaning, they play a key role as a means of sensemaking 

(Cornelissen, 2002; Weick, 1995). 

While metaphors are much researched as providing insight into how people understand 

events, often being explicitly linked to processes of sensemaking, the emotional dimension of 

metaphors has only received scant attention. We however tend to use metaphors more frequently 

when issues are emotional because of their ability to express affective states (Crawford, 2009). 

Metaphors are strong communicators of emotions and we tend to use them especially if those 

emotions are or were intense and/or negative (Ortony and Fainsilber, 1989). Metaphors can 

therefore be seen as windows to emotions, thoughts and feelings that are difficult or impossible to 

express. Given that they are part of everyday language, they may be used by organizational 

members with more or less intent and consciousness (Smollan, 2014), thereby conveying 

potentially hidden or forgotten experiences and emotional states. To understand a fuller picture of 

organizational members’ subjective experience, we must therefore attend to the metaphorical 

language in use as this conveys the vividness of their intense emotional states. Decoding the 

emotional elements of metaphors is therefore particularly apt for gaining deeper insight into how 

organizational members make sense of organizational change (Smollan, 2014).  

Cornelissen (2012) argues that phrases such as “had gone through”, “had been through” 

and “up to that point” point to metaphors of emotional experiences as a physical movement or a 

journey from one point to another. The group of metaphors categorized as emotional, he argues, 

functions as meditating or addressing emotions as a way of diminishing the strain and anxiety that 

would otherwise be experienced by organizational members in a particular situation. Thus, a 

metaphor allows the organizational member to diminish his or her anxiety into something that is 

nonthreatening. In a study by Greenberg (1995) of an organizational restructuring focusing on 

splitting a consultancy into two teams, the metaphor of a war is brought up spontaneously by an 

organizational member early in the change process. She argues that applying a metaphor such as 

‘the civil war’ can be away to reduce the uncertainty by relating the change to a well-known 

situation. The one-year long study shows further that the two newly established teams end up in 

conflict, acting as if they were enemies in a war. Thus, the war metaphor ends up being more and 

more indicative for that particular organizational change, almost as a self-fulfilling prophecy.  
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In summary, the current study seeks to respond to the call made by Brown et al., (2015) 

and Sandberg and Tsoukas, (2015) to move beyond Weick’s view of future perfect thinking and 

show that retrospective and prospective sensemaking may be inherently different processes. We do 

that by analyzing the metaphors in use by organizational members when talking about past and 

potential future change. Focusing on metaphors can help us get insight into the emotional 

dimension of how sensemakers make sense of the future and thereby add to the literature’s primary 

focus on the cognitive dimension of imagining the future. Next, we account for our methods. 

 

Method 

Data context 

The data were collected at the IT department of the Bank (pseudonym). The 100 years old Nordic 

bank was well-known for being traditional and conservative but had gone through a number of 

changes over the years, such as downsizing, acquisitions and mergers with other banks. Additional 

changes in the financial industry due to digitization, changes in customer demand, and increased 

regulation over the last decade had intensely impacted the Bank. The Bank’s IT department in 

particular had undergone considerable change over the past four years, with a growth in staff from 

2700 to 3600, insourcing from an external vendor, and the building of new IT sites in Eastern 

Europe and India. The IT department was therefore a unique and valuable case for studying 

sensemaking about change.  

While the Bank employs mostly bankers, staff at the IT department primarily has a 

technical background and possess a more casual attire than their banker colleagues. That said, they 

still demonstrated core characteristics associated with working in a bank as they preferred precision 

over efficiency, security rather than advancement, and comfortable routines instead of change, 

which is similar to Weeks' (2004) description of bankers in BritArm. However, Kunda's (1992) 

portrayal of staff attributes at the IT company ‘Tech’ to a greater extend describes organizational 

members at the IT department: a fairly homogeneous group of white, male organizational member 

in their fifties, who had more than 10 years of seniority and therefore shared a similar history of 

working at the IT department of the Bank. Finally, similar to Orr's (1996) description of technicians 

who repair photocopiers, organizational members’ at the IT department preferred to be in control of 

situations, which often was achieved through the use of technical language. 

 

Data collection 
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The primary data for this study was drawn from a wider ethnographic investigation of 

organizational change at the Banks’ IT department and was collected through 26 individual semi-

structured interviews with 19 employees and managers conducted by the first author. The 

participants were selected based on a few selection criteria: Have they been employed in the Bank 

for at least three years? Would they be interested in sharing their personal experiences with change? 

These selection criteria meant that the selected organizational members were still employed at the 

Bank and with at least a couple of years of employment, they shared a history in the Bank. On the 

other hand, it meant that they had some years of experience in the organization to draw from when 

asked about experiences with organizational changes at the Bank. Employed at different 

hierarchical levels, research participants comprised middle managers, team managers, and 

employees from across two of the IT department’s units: ‘IT Infrastructure’ and ‘Moonshot IT’ 

(pseudonyms). Both of the units were located at one of the two Nordic offices as well as the Eastern 

Europe office and the selected participants reflected that. All participants were change recipients, 

not change decision makers. While 16 research participants were interviewed once, six of them 

were interviewed at least two times. Table 1 provides a breakdown of research participants. To 

protect participants’ anonymity, we have provided all interviewees with pseudonyms names and we 

have left out person or department specific details that were deemed revealing to their identity. 

 

Insert Table 1 about here 

 

Given that the interviews were collected as part of an ethnographic study, interview questions were 

often grounded in particular observations, which ensured their relevance to research participants. 

However, since the paper focuses on the spoken words of the interviewees to capture their 

metaphors in use of their sensemaking about change, our primary data comprise the interviews with 

research participants while other data collected during fieldwork, such as observations and 

documents, are not used directly in the paper.  

At the beginning of each interviews, participants were informed that the interest of the 

research was purely academic, to ensure a more honest and open interview. All interviews asked 

questions about how participants had experienced their journey of working at the Bank. 

Specifically, we invited participants to elaborate on their experiences with organizational change 

that had happened while being employed at the Bank. We also asked questions about their 

expectations to the future of working at the Bank. We for example asked: ‘What do you think the 
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future will bring?’, and followed up by asking ‘If I come back in 5 or 10 years' time, what has 

changed then?’ All interviews lasted from 20 to 75 minutes and all were audio-taped and 

transcribed verbatim.  

 

Data analysis 

We used thematic data analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) to analyze interview transcripts and 

search for patterns that identified themes of how research participants attributed meaning to past 

and potential future organizational change. We conducted the analysis of interview data in three 

separate phases, which followed an iterative process where we moved between our emerging 

understanding of the data and theoretical ideas from the literature (Charmaz, 2006).  

In the first phase, both authors jointly conducted close readings of interview transcripts and 

engaged in open coding. The purpose was to find and group related statements into first order codes 

and group related codes. Given that this process was highly inductive and focused specifically on 

deducing the meaning of participants’ statements, specific hypotheses on retrospective and future-

oriented sensemaking were not developed prior to the coding process. This phase was highly 

iterative with several rounds of grouping and regrouping codes.  

In the second phase we grouped the inductive codes into themes. So far, the inductive 

approach had revealed that participants talked very differently about past and potential future 

organizational changes at the Bank. To unpack their sensemaking about past and future change, we 

consulted previous work about the retrospective nature of future-oriented sensemaking (Gioia and 

Mehra, 1996; Tapinos and Pyper, 2018; Weick, 1979) and more critical studies insisting that 

sensemaking can occur prospectively (Gephart et al., 2010; MacKay, 2009) especially in change 

situations. As we read through the coded data to discuss relevant themes, we however noticed a 

dimension in the data relating specifically to the participants’ use of metaphors when describing 

their experiences with and expectation for change that past theoretical frameworks did not capture. 

Specifically, we noticed that they applied rather dramatic and depressing metaphors when 

envisioning potential future change, which contrasted greatly with the trivializing metaphors they 

applied when describing organizational changes, they had experienced in the past.  

In the third phase, we therefore moved towards a more theoretical thematic analysis 

(Hayes, 1997) and identified the metaphors used by participants as possible windows to their 

experience with and expectations to change. Being figures of speech, metaphors are often used to 

express that which is difficult to say. Metaphors are theorized as playing a key role as a means of 
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sensemaking (Cornelissen, 2002; Weick, 1995), and being able to paint a richer picture of 

subjective experience, thereby providing insight into how people understand (Ortony and 

Fainsilber, 1989). We therefore specifically turned our attention to unpacking the metaphors that 

participants used when talking about change, specifically investigating their future-oriented 

sensemaking of change. Metaphors that were used to describe expectation for the future were sorted 

into the sub-themes of ‘uncertainty metaphors’, ‘war metaphors’ and ‘the End metaphors’, which 

coalesced as the features of the broader main theme of ‘Anticipating future change as the End’. 

Metaphors that were used to describe past experiences of change were sorted into the sub-themes of 

‘humdrum metaphors’ and ‘practicality metaphors’, which comprised the main theme of 

‘Trivializing past changes as everyday humdrums’. Next, we present our findings. 

 

Findings 

Trivializing past changes as everyday humdrums 

Talk about past organizational change was central in organizational members’ accounts. However, 

in contrast to existing research (e.g. Oreg et al., 2011; Helpap and Bekmeier-Feuerhahn, 2016), 

which emphasizes that organizational change efforts often pose great emotional challenges to its 

members, the data in this study showed that organizational members on the surface seemed 

unaffected by past changes and talked about it in trivializing terms. Specifically, they talked about 

past changes in everyday- and practical terms and the metaphors they applied were trivializing in 

character.  

 

Humdrum metaphors. An example of talking about former changes in everyday terms is found in an 

account by the middle manager Thomas, where he talks about a particular organizational change of 

the past:  

 

I think that if you stand outside and look in, some will think that it was a huge change. But 

for us, who are in it, it’s just… It’s just a lot of people who had to get out, because it’s the 

natural development of things, it’s just the next bead on the string, so what happens is just 

natural.  

 

The expression the next bead on a string is typically used when talking about something that occurs 

frequently and is similar in height, weight, and color. In this quote, Thomas uses the ‘bead 
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metaphor’ to illustrate that he has experienced several organizational changes in the past, where 

each change is symbolized by a bead, which together form a long string of beads. By using this 

metaphor, it seems like none of the changes stands out in his memory, rather, he sees them as 

similar in shape and size. Thus, the bead metaphor can be interpreted as if change is one in many 

and thereby, he downgrades the importance of past changes because they occurred so frequently. In 

other words, it can illustrate that since he has experienced so many organizational changes at the 

Bank, he has grown accustomed to them.  

Several other organizational members talked about past changes in similar terms with 

quotes such as ‘It’s always been such a long list of changes’ by the employee Christian and team 

manager Steven who said, ‘It is like a muscle, right, a muscle that needs to be trained all the time, 

and I think that’s how we deal with changes. There are just so many of them occurring all the time’. 

This can mean that both Christian and Steven make sense of past change as a frequently occurring 

phenomenon. While Christian uses a ‘long list metaphor’, which seems to trivialize past changes 

because of their frequency, it seems like Steven applies a ‘muscle metaphor’ to illustrate that 

organizational members deal with change in humdrum manners; that is, they have grown so 

accustomed to organizational change that they are always ready for more to come. By using the 

muscle metaphor, Steven trivializes change as something you can train yourself for. 

 

Practicality metaphors. Besides talking about the numerous experiences of organizational change in 

the past in everyday terms, it appeared that organizational members avoided talking about how 

organizational change had affected them personally. This can be interpreted as a practical way of 

engaging with organizational change. An example can be found in team manager Nicholas’ 

sensemaking account when he talks about a particular organizational change he experienced in the 

past: ‘It was just some organizational diagrams that was adjusted and some directors who changed 

stools and so on…but nothing really happened.’ The ‘changing stools metaphor’ is used in the 

Nordic languages when referring to a structural reorganizing, for example the distributing of new 

positions. The quote above can be interpreted as if Nicholas minimizes the impact of the change 

experience by turning it into a matter of adjusting some charts or physically moving some chairs 

around. Thus, to Nicholas, it seems like change is a matter of practical rearrangements rather than a 

subjective experience which affected him. He underlines this interpretation in the second part of the 

quote where he says that ‘nothing really happened’.  
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Similar ways of talking about organizational change in practical rather than emotional 

terms were seen in interviews with for example the middle manager Thomas, who said, ‘you have 

to try to organize and think of a way… okay, something happened so I have to reorganize’ and the 

employee Adam, who said, ‘it’s a mechanism which just works, yes, it comes every few years.. 

something gets decentralized and then three or four years later, it is being merged and then 

separated again’. The ‘organizing metaphor’ and the ‘mechanism metaphor’ can be interpreted as if 

organizational members are making it a matter of practical reorganizing at the top, which does not 

affect lower level organizational members. These findings indicate how organizational members 

talk about past organizational changes as the practical humdrums of work, largely trivializing and 

downgrading their significance. We continue by pursuing how organizational members talked about 

potential future changes.  

 

Anticipating future change as the End 

In stark contrast to how organizational members trivialized past changes, we found that their 

vocabulary changed to dramatic and depressing metaphors when they talked about potential future 

organizational changes. Their sensemaking accounts of future changes often portrayed worst-case 

scenarios. Intrigued by this contradiction, we explored how they imagined future organizational 

changes as significantly more devastating than the multitude of organizational changes that they had 

experienced in the past. 

 

Uncertainty metaphors. One central theme was insecurity about the future. One example, was team 

manager Steven, who appeared to feel very insecure about changes in the future: 

 

It’s because I’m a bank nerd, right. I can see that in 10 years, the world will look roughly as 

it does today, financially, but on top of that you can’t control it… it can be a boy or a girl.  

 

The expression it can be a boy or a girl is a ‘gender metaphor’ illustrating that the gender of the 

baby is impossible to predict. This metaphor is often used to demonstrate an uncertain outcome, and 

in this case, Steven uses it when he talks about the future of the financial industry, which he sees as 

uncertain. 

Other organizational members’ sensemaking accounts about the future appeared similarly 

marked by insecurity. Some talked about the uncertainty of the industry and the Bank, whilst others 
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focused more on their own job and job role at the Bank. Employee John for example said, ‘these 

decisions are outside of your control. If you can’t stand the heat in the kitchen then get out’, and 

team manager Liz said, ‘there is no doubt that what he or we are doing is a change agenda... some 

has already skid in the bend’. The ‘if you can’t stand the heat metaphor’ used by John is rather 

depressing, because it means that if the pressure is too much for you or if you can’t cope, you 

should leave the job to someone who can. John seems to think that if he does not like the way the 

Bank will change in the future, he will have to leave even though he has been employed there for 

more than 10 years. Liz uses the expression skid in the bend, which is a Nordic expression. Its 

meaning is best captured by the expression kick the bucket. It is normally applied to express that 

you lose or as in this example that you have lost your position. By using the ‘skid in the bend 

metaphor’, she alludes to the possible consequence of the change agenda, i.e., that organizational 

members risk losing their jobs in the future.  

 

War metaphors. While it appeared that feelings of insecurity were central in organizational 

members’ sensemaking about potential future organizational changes, some seemed to express this 

in very dramatic terms, making the picture of the future even gloomier. Specifically, being prepared 

for whatever the future may hold was expressed through the use of war metaphors. Middle manager 

Larry kept referring to his career in the army to explain how he was going to deal with changes in 

the future and team manager Steven talked about the future as being at war:  

 

It’s like being at war, right. If you ask a soldier, who he’s fighting for at the battlefield, he’ll 

not say it is his country, he’ll say it’s the guys standing next to him. 

 

The guys standing next to you illustrates the brotherhood between soldiers at war. They have each 

other’s backs and will fight for each other rather than their home country. Applying the ‘soldier 

metaphor’, Steven compares working at the Bank to being in a battlefield. This can be interpreted as 

if it is not only a matter of uncertainty, but also includes some sense of danger and one must 

therefore be prepared for the worst.  

Other organizational members applied similar war metaphors. Middle manager James for 

example said, ‘when I started at the Bank, you swore an oath of allegiance’, and team manager 

Nicholas said, ‘either we succeed, or we fail. And if we fail, then Moonshot does not exist in 10-15 

years’. The ‘oath metaphor’ can infer the strong commitment of soldiers, who go to war bearing in 
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mind that they might not return. Given that they trust each other and promise to fight together 

against the enemy, they swear an oath. The quote by James can be interpreted as he similarly swore 

an oath when he began working at the Bank, illustrating his strong commitment. However, he 

continues by explaining how that have changed during the years and nowadays people aren’t that 

committed anymore. The quote by Nicholas is a classic ‘win-lose metaphor’. War is a win-lose 

game, because either you win the battle and survive or you lose the battle and as Nicholas says, then 

you will not exist in the long run. Applying the ‘win-lose metaphor’, it appears as Nicholas sees the 

future as a battle, which he or the Bank might lose. Together, these war metaphors can be 

interpreted as the organizational members make sense of the future as if they will be in a war zone, 

where they must be prepared for the worst to come.  

 

The End metaphors. A third theme that characterized organizational members’ sensemaking of 

potential future organizational changes was their anticipation of the End. While some used dark 

metaphors of war to depict the future, others talked about future changes as if they had already lost 

the battle. The employee David for example said:  

 

I have talked with my wife about whether we are cutting the bough we are sitting on. We’ve 

worked our pants off to separate Moonshot but doing that, we’ve also given Jones the power 

to fire us.  

 

By using the ‘cutting the bough we are sitting on metaphor’, David indicates that while they have 

been working really hard with Moonshot, their hard work will end up hurting rather than benefiting 

them. The quote can be interpreted as an illustration of how their hard work might lead to the ruin 

of their future employment, and by that it seems that he anticipates that the future will bring the End 

of working at the Bank. In this context, the ‘cutting the bough we are sitting on metaphor’ can be 

seen as closely connected to the future-oriented sensemaking expressed through the war metaphors 

above, but David takes it a step further by indicating that although they have put up a huge fight, the 

battle nevertheless risk being lost. He ends by saying that they might be fired, illustrating that he is 

already envisioning the End in terms of working at the Bank.  

Other organizational members applied similar depressing expressions, such as team 

manager Nicholas, who said, ‘If we can’t be a speedboat, then we end up suffocating Moonshot’ 

and middle manager James who said, ‘I have also written in my performance appraisal that if I’m 
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fired tomorrow I won’t be surprised, but I’ll be sad’. The ‘suffocation metaphor’ and the quote 

about being fired applied by Nicholas and James can be interpreted, similarly to David, as they see 

the future as possibly ending their employment at the Bank. Other organizational members similarly 

talked about their role being phased out and that these roles would not exist in the future. Together 

these examples can be interpreted as organizational members make sense of potential future 

changes by anticipating the End of working at the Bank. 

 

Discussion 

Previous research in future-oriented sensemaking has disagreed on whether future-oriented 

sensemaking is grounded in retrospective sensemaking or not. Many future-oriented sensemaking 

studies have used Weick’s view of future perfect thinking (Weick, 1979) to argue that sensemakers 

imagine the future in predetermined ways using existing knowledge of the past and from that they 

project a desired future (e.g. Gioia and Mehra 1996; Tapinos and Pyper, 2018). A growing body of 

theorizing and empirical research, however, insist that sensemaking is inherently different from 

retrospective sensemaking and can be distinctively oriented towards the future (e.g. Gephart et al., 

2010; MacKay, 2009; Stigliani and Ravasi, 2012). Our study confirms the latter by showing that 

with regards to change, retrospective and future-oriented sensemaking may be inherently different 

processes. 

By analyzing metaphors-in-use, we have found that organizational members talked very 

differently about past and potential future organizational changes at the Bank. Table 2 provides an 

overview of the sensemaking metaphors included in the findings section.  

 

Insert Table 2 about here 

 

While they applied emotionless, humdrum- and practical metaphors to describe past 

changes, often trivializing them, this was in stark contrast to the dark and depressing, emotionally 

charged metaphors they used when foreseeing potential future change, indicating their anticipation 

of worst-case scenarios. Our data however revealed that organizational members’ future-oriented 

sensemaking is not necessarily preoccupied with imagining a desired future in predetermined ways. 

Building on MacKay’s (2009) assertion that prospective sensemaking can include ‘what if’s’ about 

the futures, we showed that organizational members in our study seemed to anticipate an undesired 
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future. Specifically, their envisioning of the future was related to war, which they lost since they 

anticipated that the future would bring the End of working at the Bank.  

The war metaphors applied by the organizational members when they anticipated future 

changes can be related to the study by Greenberg (2015). She also found that a war metaphor was 

used by an organizational member to describe a change in the organization. In the study by 

Greenberg (2015) it started out as a single war metaphor, but as organizational members picked up 

on that metaphor, it developed into a self-fulfilling prophecy where the organizational members not 

only saw organizational changes as war-like situations, but also talked about and acted as if they 

were at war. Comparably, we found not only one war metaphor but several, indicating that this 

particular way of making sense of the future is spreading among organizational members. This may 

explain why several of them anticipate the End when it comes to working at the Bank.  

Even though, the sensemaking metaphors applied by organizational members when talking 

about past changes were characterized by being practical and trivializing, these might contain 

unexplored emotions. Cornellissen (2012) illustrates how applying terms such as ‘had been 

through’ can indicate that the organizational member sees it as if he or she has been on an 

emotional journey. With quotes such as ‘It’s always been such a long list of changes’ by the 

employee Christian, it might not only be a matter of trivializing past experiences but rather a matter 

of suppressing the emotional journey it has been for him to survive the many experienced 

organizational changes. Not exploring these categories of metaphors more in depth can be seen as a 

limitation of this study. We therefore suggest that future research should focus more on exploring 

these metaphors by for example returning to the field or letting the interviewees comment on the 

findings.  

Drawing on Sandberg and Tsoukas (2015) who argue that: ‘Anticipating what may come 

next is a distinguishing aspect of the temporality of human existence, which stems from actors’ 

immersion in a particular practice’, we however argue that organizational members’ anticipation of 

an undesired future should be understood in relation to the specific context of the study, i.e., an IT 

department in the financial sector. As most of the organizational members of this particular study 

shared a long history in the financial sector, which has been undergoing several major changes 

since the Financial crisis of 2007-2008, their trivializing of past changes might have been more 

distinct. Thus, this is also one of the limitations of the study, which must be found in the empirical 

single-case study and the selected organizational members. As the paper states, the organizational 

members were quite similar to the average organizational member of the IT department: white, 
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male, in his fifties with more than 10 years of seniority. By that, they share a similar history in the 

Bank while the experienced changes in the past highly probable are the same. Further, their relation 

to the Bank is rooted in many years of being employed there. A study of organizational members in 

another sector might have resulted in different sensemaking accounts of changes in the past and in 

the future, grounded in their different history of change.  

The organizational members’ tendency to trivialize past experiences with change through 

unemotional and practical metaphors can also be interpreted as an expression of nostalgia of the 

past, where the emotional toll of past changes has been forgotten most likely to keep control of the 

situation. This urge for control can be grounded in their professional identity, which is characteristic 

for technical professionals (Orr, 1996) – and for employees or managers working in the financial 

industry (Weeks, 2004). It can be interpreted as a face-saving or a coping strategy in terms of 

handling the emotional toll accompanying past changes. However, their anticipation of uncertainty 

and worst-case scenarios in the future reveals that they know that the future is impossible to control, 

and they therefore express themselves through emotionally charged dramatic metaphors. 

While metaphorical language is much researched as providing insight into how people 

understand events and often explicitly linked to processes of sensemaking (Cornelissen, 2002; 

Patriotta and Brown, 2011), metaphors are also theorized as conveying the vividness of people’s 

emotional states (Ortony and Fainsilber, 1989), particularly in change situations (Smollan, 2014). 

Focusing on their metaphors-in-use allowed us to move beyond the primarily cognitive dimension 

of the Weickian future perfect lens and provide a more nuanced understanding of how future-

oriented sensemaking of change may converge not so much on sensemaking, but rather on 

emotions. In our study their emotions were communicated through metaphors. We therefore argue 

that the emotional dimension of future-oriented sensemaking contains unexplored opportunities for 

developing more nuanced views on future-oriented sensemaking during times of change.  

Future research should therefore focus more on the emotional dimension of future-oriented 

sensemaking to unfold the vividness even further. However, grounded in this study’s limitations, 

we call for studies that are conducted in another organizational context. This is to explore 

organizational members’ sensemaking which are not grounded in a shared history in the financial 

sector characterized by major changes and to explore other groups of professionals without an urge 

for being in control. Other future studies could potentially test the findings of this particular study, 

by looking for future-oriented sensemaking accounts which are not characterized by dark 

metaphors. Again, this is to unfold the vividness of future-oriented sensemaking.  
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In this article, we found that even though organizational members trivialize past changes 

they still anticipate a gloomy future. This has practical implications because it shows that 

organizational members not necessarily grow accustomed to changes even when they have 

experienced several in the past. Instead this study has shown that organizational members are still 

uncertain about the future and might even anticipate potential future changes as the end. Thus, 

organizations and in particular leaders have an important task in not taking for granted that 

organizational members who have experienced dramatic changes won’t fear that in the future. They 

might even have an important role in creating a picture of the future which can reduce the amount 

of uncertainty.   

 

Conclusion 

In this article, we studied the metaphors used by organizational members at the Bank when talking 

about past and future organizational change. While previous research in future-oriented 

sensemaking has disagreed on whether future-oriented sensemaking is grounded in retrospective 

sensemaking or not, our study shows that with regards to change, retrospective and future-oriented 

sensemaking may be inherently different processes. While they applied trivializing metaphors to 

describe past changes, this was in stark contrast to the emotionally charged, dark metaphors they 

used when foreseeing potential future change, indicating their anticipation of an undesired future. 

We conclude that these characteristics of past and future-oriented sensemaking might be grounded 

in this particular organizational context with organizational members’ sharing a history in the Bank 

as well as their professional characteristics with an urge for being in control.   
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